Afghanistan

Cricketers Train in Chennai Ahead of Sri Lanka Tour

NEW DELHI - The senior and emerging cricketing teams are at the Sri Ramachandra Centre for Sports Science here to train for a base season which includes various tournaments.

A total of 36 players are in Chennai in Big names like Rashid Khan, Mujeeb Ur Rahman, Mohammad Shahzad, who are with the T20 League in the Middle East, would join the camp later, M Sanjay, director, cricket operations, Centre for Sports Science, told PTI.

The camp was likely to go on for a month and the Afghanistan players would also play practice matches, be added. The Emerging Team would be leaving on December 4 for a tournament in Sri Lanka, he said. The visiting players have already started practice, he added. (More on P4)

Firewood, Diesel Prices Up in Kabul

KARUL - The prices of firewood and diesel have increased while rates of other essential items remain steady during the outgoing week in the capital Kabul, market sources said Saturday.

Abdul Hadi, a worker in Wazirabad, told Pajhwok Afghan News that the price of one cubic

Kabul Delegation in Parwan to Probe Civilian Casualties

CHARIKAR - A U.S. service member was killed in Afghanistan on Saturday, the Ministry of Defence (MoD) confirmed.

The 209th Shaeen Corps in a statement said the Afghan Command, 1050 unit of the Afghan intelligence conducted operations in Daithi District which have resulted in killing of at least 41 militants so far.

The statement further added that seven militants were also wounded during the same operations.

According to 209th Shaeen Corps, Patroon operations were launched four days ago in Daithi District and are still being conducted to suppress the militant groups.

The anti government armed militant groups, including Taliban have commented regarding the operations so far.

Kabul is among the relatively violent areas in North of Afghanistan but the security situation has deteriorated. (More on P4)

Outlook Horoscope

48 Militants Killed, Wounded in Pamir Operations in Kunduz: 209 Shaeen Corps

KUNDUZ - The Afghan military in the North claims that 48 militants have been killed or wounded during the latest operations conducted as part of Pamir operations in Kunduz province.

The 209th Shaeen Corps in a statement said the Afghan Command, 1050 unit of the Afghan intelligence conducted operations in Daithi District which have resulted in killing of at least 41 militants so far.

The statement further added that seven militants were also wounded during the same operations.

Afghanistan's longest conflict. (VoA)

An older visitor might come to your office, outburst permit you to express yourself, but this should not make a special effort to do the best you can, define the situation before it gets out of hand. Tonight enjoy an evening at a concert or the theater.
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Financial issues may interfere with your self-expression today, Sagittarius. Perhaps you need a little more money. Be open to accepting a little bit of the wisdom provided with a project that means a lot to you. You usually aren't one to sit in kind of consideration step by step, though a little bit of thought and planning might make whatever it is you want to do more feasible than it appears to be at first. Write down some ideas and go for it!
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